Donate As You Spend
…the easy way to give
THIS AGREEMENT is made this

day of

200

Between:

(1) DONATE AS YOU SPEND LTD; registered number 06787482; registered office
Chicheley Farm, Hempstead Lane, Hailsham, East Sussex. (“DAYS”)
Registered number

(2)

(“The Charity”)
TERMS OF ROYALTY AGREEMENT

(1) The Charity agrees to DAYS using the Charity Logo (“the Logo”) on DAYS Internet
sites, that constitute part of the “Donate As You Spend” (DAYS) initiative, and on such
other material produced by DAYS to fulfil DAYS aim to identify charities supported and
marketed through the DAYS initiative.
(2) The Charity confirms their wish to be associated with the DAYS initiative and their wish
to accept donations generated from the activity of the initiative. The Charity also agrees
to use their best endeavours to promote the DAYS initiative via web, newsletter and
other media at their disposal and to provide a link between the Charity website and
DAYS websites within 13 weeks of the date of this agreement.
(3) DAYS agree to discharge the cost of adding and maintaining the Logo on the websites
of the DAYS initiative and further agree to pay the Charity the sum of £1.00 as a one
and only Royalty. DAYS must use the Logo in the format supplied by the Charity and
must not, without prior written consent of the Charity, use the Logo in any other way.
The use of the Logo will terminate with either party giving three months written notice to
the other or in the event that the Charity are no longer part of the DAYS initiative.

SIGNED by Terence Harvey (CEO/Founder)
For and on behalf of Donate As You Spend Ltd

}
}

SIGNED by ……………………………
For and on behalf of the Charity

}
}

A: Donate As You Spend Ltd, Chicheley, Hempstead Lane, HAILSHAM, BN27 3PR
T: 01323 848 686 F: 01323 848 807 E: th@days.org.uk W: www.days.org.uk

